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Drafted product recall procedures for a global hand held devices manufacturer.
Drafted product labels and warnings as well as supplier agreements for a
manufacturer of floor waxes and polishes.
Provided product liability advice for a start-up electric vehicle manufacturer,
including editing and drafting internal procedures for early assessment of
potential product liability issues.
Assessed and advised on the product liability and safety concerns associated with
the development and sale of a communications system for use in underground
mines.
Assessed and advised on the product liability and safety concerns associated with
the design and manufacture of infant bath tubs for a children’s products
manufacturer.
Drafted a product recall plan for an international industrial identification solutions
company.
Assessed product warnings, labels and instructions for use for a global luxury
goods manufacturer with respect to the sale of sunglasses and shoe polish kits.
Assessed product warnings, labels and instructions for use for an industrial
manufacturer with respect to the sale of wood glue.
Reviewed contractual provisions of an auto retail Vehicle Supply Agreement with
a global automaker.
Reviewed contractual provisions of a national children’s activity and learning
center company’s supply agreements with Chinese manufacturers.
Provided advice on the potential product liability ramifications of advertising
materials for an auto glass manufacturer.
Reviewed product warnings and instructions for use for a leading medical device
manufacturer’s latest product.
Provided ongoing advice on compliance with TREAD Act reporting requirements
for a global manufacturer of gas springs and dampeners.
Reviewed and drafted warnings for a car-navigation device.
Reviewed and drafted product warnings and instructions for use for an electric
machine manufacturer’s fans.

Additionally, at my prior firm, Baker & McKenzie, I served as the lead editor for and
also wrote part of a “Global Product Recall Handbook” that addressed best practices for
preparing for and implementing a global product recall and included rules and regulations
from approximately 29 jurisdictions.

